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The Mechanical Hand



                            Introduction
When I decided to do my Science fair project it clicked into my head that a robotic 

hand would be good.  I wanted to make this to see if I needed grip or force for 

certain types of things like a coca cola can in order for it to hold and to pick up, at 

different angles and positions. This is going to help and to show people how and if 

you need any force/grip in order to hold and pick something up.



Define the problem
Is it possible to build a model robot hand with enough grip to pick up a soda can?  

                                                                                                                                   
            

Goals
Prototype be able to pick up the can successfully

Prototype to be able to bend digits

Student be able to use the soldering iron correctly



                        Background research
A robotic hand is used for people who have a disability or someone who is paralyzed. For example 
people who have carpal tunnel syndrome they might need to have their hand amputated and get a 
robotic hand.

Robotic hands that appear and perform like human hands are built in a way that makes them very 
alike to the real thing. In fact, most of these hands show tendons (cables) and fingers that work 
together much like human hands do to open and close for the usage of objects.

     The stretch reflex (myotatic reflex), or more correctly "muscle stretch 
reflex", is a muscle decrease in response to stretching inside the muscle. As an instance, of a spinal 
reflex, it results in a fast response that involves an afferent signal into the spinal cord and an efferent 
signal out to the muscle.

A robot hand, especially one with multiple fingers, is needed for coordinating many tasks in daily life. 
Realization of the robot hand making flexible human-like movements by the design encouraged by 
the human musculoskeletal system is anticipated.



                Background research (con’t) 
There are two nonexclusive schools of thought when it comes to robot hand design. You have robot hands 
that are simple and uncomplicated and get the job done, like two or three finger grippers that can reliably 
do many (if not most) things well without any excitement. And then you have very complex hands with four 
fingers and a thumb that are designed to closely imitate human hands. The idea is that human hands were 
logically designed by millions of years of development  and we’ve planned  all of our stuff around them 
anyway. 

Most current robotic prostheses work by recording—from the surface of the skin—electrical signs 
from muscles left entirely after an amputation. Some amputees can guide their feigned hand by 
shrink muscles remaining in the forearm that would have directed their fingers.

https://www.shadowrobot.com/products/dexterous-hand/
https://spectrum.ieee.org/automaton/biomedical/bionics/dean-kamen-luke-arm-prosthesis-receives-fda-approval


Materials

●  Soldering Iron 
●  Shrink tubing
● Wire
●  Washing glove 
●  Rubber
● Bands
● UPS bag
● Super glue
● Tape 
● File folder



                          Procedure
● First: for my procedure I am going to cut out the sheet metal into a hand-like shape. 

● Second: I am going to use tape to round the edges so I don't get cut. 

● Third: I am going to get the wires and solder them. 

● Fourth:I am going to put the shrink tubing on the palm to pull the wires.

● Fifth: I am going to put the wires through the shrink tubing. Next I will glue the shrink 

tubing down. 

● Sixth: I cut out the dish glove and glue the palm and fingertips to the hand.

● Seventh: I am going to pull the wires and attempt to pick up the can



Test and Redesign        
First we cut out the sheet metal into a hand-like replica Next, we put tape around the edges. Then, we cut 

out a glove. The thumb was too far inside. We ended up having to use material from a UPS bag. We 

tested the soldering iron. We cut out the UPS bag into a hand.Then we cut out the sheet metal joints to 

the finger. Next, we put the metal onto the UPS bag. We also used paper clips to hold them in place. We 

glued the front part of the sheet metal pieces on. The wire is ¼ length. Then we glued the shrink tubing, to 

hold the wires, we used superglue. But the superglue wasn't secured. So we let the glue dry overnight. 

Then we put tape on it just to make sure it stayed on. Then we ran the wires to the shrink tubes. Then we 

tested it and it wouldn't pick up anything.  So, we needed a thicker backing So we ended up using a file 

folder. We cut the file folder in the shape of the fingers.



Test and redesign pt 2
So then we attached it to the back of the hand. Then we tested it again. And it still wouldn't 

make a good grip. So we decided to move the wires into different tubes so it wouldn't bend in 

a different direction. So we re-routed the wires. Also we tested it and it had way better range 

then last time. But it wasn't very consistent. It only picked up from the top. But not from the 

sides. So we put dish glove tips on the fingertips. And we ended up putting two layers on top. 

It worked better, but we still need to get it to be more consistent on both sides. Next we 

added a dish glove on the palm that padded it. Finally, it worked consistently!                                  



    Data and findings
Ten hand tests were performed, two failed because the index finger was above the rim of the can. Once the index 

finger was placed under the rim it did not fail to grasp  



Conclusion
My goals were met. The can was lifted by the robotic hand. I had to reroute the wires 
through different areas in order for it to work and bend in a certain direction. By putting on 
the dish washing glove pads and finger tips, it gave the hand extra force and better grip to 
pick up the empty can. It works really consistently in one direction of holding it. Future 
prototypes will enable the hand to work from any position. 

Photos of hand in motion
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